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BILINGUAL COST IN SPEECH PRODUCTION
Abstract

Bilinguals have been shown to perform worse than monolinguals in a variety of verbal
tasks. The current study investigated this bilingual verbal cost in a large-scale picture naming
study conducted in Spanish. We explored how individual characteristics of the participants
and the linguistic properties of the words being spoken influence this performance cost. In
particular, we focused on the contributions of lexical frequency and phonological similarity
across translations. The naming performance of Spanish-Catalan bilinguals speaking in their
dominant and non-dominant language was compared to that of Spanish monolinguals. Single
trial naming latencies were analyzed by means of linear mixed models accounting for
individual effects at the participant and item level. While decreasing lexical frequency was
shown to increase naming latencies in all groups, this variable by itself did not account for
the bilingual cost. In turn, our results showed that the bilingual cost disappeared when
naming words with high phonological similarity across translations. In short, our results show
that frequency of use can play a role in the emergence of the bilingual cost, but that
phonological similarity across translations should be regarded as one of the most important
variables that determine the bilingual cost in speech production. Low phonological similarity
across translations yields worse performance in bilinguals and promotes the bilingual cost in
naming performance. The implications of our results for the effect of phonological similarity
across translations within the bilingual speech production system are discussed.
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1. Introduction
Being able to communicate in two languages is an obvious asset, but being bilingual
also has some negative consequences on linguistic performance. Compared to monolingual
speakers, bilinguals show slower naming latencies, take longer to articulate, make more
errors, and experience more tip-of-the-tongue states (e.g., Gollan, Fennema-Notestine,
Montoya, & Jernigan, 2007; Gollan & Goldrick, 2012; Gollan, Montoya, Cera, & Sandoval,
2008; Gollan, Montoya, Fennema-Notestine, & Morris, 2005; Gollan, Montoya, & Werner,
2002; Gollan & Silverberg, 2001; Guion, Flege, Liu, & Yeni-Komshian, 2000; Ivanova &
Costa, 2008; Kohnert, Hernandez, & Bates, 1998; Mackay & Flege, 2004; Roberts, Garcia,
Desrochers, & Hernandez, 2002; Sadat, Martin, Alario, & Costa, 2012). Remarkably, these
costs surface not only in a bilingual’s non-dominant language (L2), but even in his or her first
learnt and dominant language (L1; Ivanova & Costa, 2008; Sadat et al., 2012). Thus, in the
present study we will refer to the bilingual cost as the performance difference between
monolinguals and bilinguals, speaking either in L1 or L2.
Since bilingualism or multilingualism is becoming increasingly common, it is
important to understand the linguistic cost that is associated with it. Despite a growing body
of research, our knowledge about the origin of this phenomenon remains rather limited (for a
review see Runnqvist, Strijkers, Sadat, & Costa, 2011). Here we will explore how the
linguistic properties of the words being spoken may shed light on this issue. A reasonable
starting point would be to assume simply that the main variables found to govern
monolingual speech production (e.g., lexical frequency, name agreement, age of acquisition)
would also govern bilingual speech production (e.g., Gollan et al., 2008).
In the current article, we will explore how important variables of monolingual speech
production behave in bilingual speakers. Performance differences between these two groups
of speakers could be captured by a detailed characterization of the variables influencing their
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speech production. In particular, we will focus on lexical frequency and phonological
similarity across translations (also known as cognate status). While these two variables are
among the most studied variables in the context of bilingual speech processing (e.g., Costa,
Caramazza, & Sebastián-Gallés, 2000; Costa, Santesteban, & Caño, 2005; Dijkstra, Grainger,
& Van Heuven, 1999; Gollan et al., 2005; Gollan et al., 2008), it remains to be established
firmly whether and how they influence the bilingual cost in speech production (e.g.,
Bialystok, Craik, Green, & Gollan, 2009).
In what follows we outline the three primary accounts that have been proposed to
account for a bilingual cost in speech production and the variables that are suggested to
contribute to it. We will then describe the approach of the present study, in which we will
directly test the relationship between the phenomenon of the bilingual cost and the most
important variables associated with it. Our final goal is to establish the relative contributions
of each of these variables that have been put forward to influence monolingual speech
production and to determine how they impact bilinguals.

1.1. The bilingual cost as a frequency effect
The first account of the bilingual cost that we will consider builds on the pervasive
observation of frequency effects in language production (e.g., Oldfield & Wingfield, 1965).
This account assumes that higher frequency use strengthens the links between a concept and
its lexical representation which in turn leads to faster word retrieval. Since bilinguals use
each of their two languages less frequently than monolinguals use their only language,
bilinguals will have weaker links in each of their languages ("weaker links hypothesis",
Gollan et al., 2008). As a result of this frequency lag, and everything else being equal,
bilinguals will be slower in retrieving a word for production relative to monolinguals. The
weaker links hypothesis makes other explicit predictions which pertain to modulations of the
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bilingual cost and the frequency effect. This account predicts that low-frequency words suffer
most from reduced use. According to Gollan, Slattery, Goldenberg, van Assche, Duyck, and
Rayner (2011, p.4), “the bilingual disadvantage is especially large for retrieval of lowfrequency words, whereas little or no bilingual disadvantage is found for production of highfrequency words”. As a direct consequence, the size of the frequency effect should equally
depend on language use. Decreasing language use would lead to an increase of the frequency
effect in speech production of that language. By and large, then the magnitude of the
frequency effect should increase from monolingual speakers to bilinguals speaking in L1 to
bilinguals speaking in L2 (i.e., a similar pattern as in naming latencies; we will come back to
these predictions in the General Discussion). In summary, this framework yields two main
predictions regarding the way lexical frequency may impact the bilingual cost: 1) the
bilingual cost is expected to be substantially reduced (to the point of disappearing) in the case
of high frequency words, and 2) the magnitude of the lexical frequency effect should increase
with reduced language use, from monolinguals to bilinguals speaking in L1 to bilinguals
speaking in L2.

1.2. The bilingual cost at post-lexical processing levels
The second explanation for the bilingual cost that we will consider claims that delays
in bilingual language processing stem from processing stages subsequent to lexical access
(Hanulová, Davidson, & Indefrey, 2011; Indefrey, 2006). Indefrey and colleagues reviewed
studies

comparing

native

and

non-native

speech

processing

on

the

basis

of

electrophysiological and hemodynamic evidence. These studies suggest that speaker group
differences emerge at very late time points of speech processing, which they interpret as
corresponding to phonological and articulatory processing stages. Therefore, the authors
propose that the bilingual cost may stem from particularly demanding processes at the level
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of phonological and phonetic encoding, syllabification, and/or articulation. While this
account points to a particular locus, it is less clear about the mechanisms underlying it. Thus,
some additional assumptions are required to establish specific predictions from it. A possible
approach to this issue would be to rely on variables reflecting processing from phonological
or articulatory levels, although it may be hard to specify variables that exclusively index
processing at post-lexical stages. Variables thought to influence late stages of production
such as frequency most likely also affect speech processing at earlier levels (e.g., Barry,
Hirsh, Johnston, & Williams, 2001; Bell, Brenier, Gregory, Girand, & Jurafsky, 2009; Gahl,
2008). Below, we shall tentatively relate the post-lexical processes considered in this account
with the effects of phonological similarity within and across languages (i.e., phonological
neighborhood in the spoken and unspoken language, and cognate status).

1.3. The bilingual cost as cross-language competition and control
Finally, an alternative explanation postulates that part of the bilingual cost originates
from language control processes (executive control account; Abutalebi & Green, 2008;
Green, 1998). When speaking, bilinguals constantly need to resolve the potential competition
between their two language systems. This extra-requirement is thought to slow down
bilingual lexical access compared to monolinguals, irrespective of the representational
level(s) at which this competition process may occur. Recent bilingual research has linked the
ability to resolve conflict between languages to a more general type of conflict resolution. It
may be that a bilingual’s ability of resolving non-verbal conflict relates to the extent to which
he or she performs poorer on verbal tasks (e.g., Bialystok, Craik, Klein, & Viswanathan,
2004; Bialystok, Craik, Luk, 2008; Costa, Hernandez, & Sebastián-Gallés, 2008; for a review
see Hilchey & Klein, 2011; but see Alario, Ziegler, Massol, & de Cara, 2012; De Bruin,
Treccani, & Della Sala; Paap & Greenberg, 2013). Under this assumption, bilingual speakers
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who experience less conflict in non-linguistic tasks may also be better at resolving conflict
between the two language systems and thus should show less of a bilingual cost. It is thus
expected that partialling out the general ability to resolve conflict from verbal performance
measures would capture the part of the bilingual cost that is linked to general conflict
resolution abilities. Note that this measure mainly characterizes properties related to the
participants (e.g., proficiency and relative language use) rather than the linguistic material per
se.1 Although the focus of the current study is to explore the influence of word related
properties, we nevertheless considered measures thought to capture individual conflictsolving performance as a covariate because of the importance this dimension has in the recent
literature.

1.4. Operationalization of the relative contributions to the bilingual cost
The concurrent manipulation of different psycholinguistic variables was used to gauge
the relative contributions of each of the variables that have been put forward to explain
performance differences between mono- and bilingual speakers. The general rationale of our
analysis approach is as follows: The bilingual cost can be observed in a plain task such as
picture naming. If (part of) the bilingual cost is driven by a certain variable, then the inclusion
of this variable in the analysis of performance should reduce or dissipate the bilingual cost.
Note that for this rationale to work, the effect of the contributing variable should be estimated
as a cost, just as bilingual cost effects are estimated as costs relative to monolingual
performance (the details of this procedure are explained in the Methods section under Data
analysis). For example, the contribution of lexical frequency of the words should be assessed

1

It is not unlikely that the amount of competition between language systems or the effect of language use may

depend on certain word properties (see previous section). We will come back to this issue in the Discussion,
when interpreting the effects of phonological similarity across translations.
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relative to the highest value of lexical frequency values (i.e. frequency cost) by inverting the
measure of lexical frequency from highest to lowest. Note that this is simply a linear
(convenience) transformation providing a mirror image that does not affect the patterns
examined. If the effect of the bilingual cost is no longer present when such a predictor is
included in a model, then this variable could be said to explain the performance differences
between these two groups of speakers. If there is more than one contributing variable, the
bilingual cost can be said to be broken down into more elementary contributions. The
relationship between such contributing variable(s) and specific processing levels can then be
discussed to understand their impact on bilingual speech production relative to monolinguals.
Lexical frequency is perhaps the variable that has most explicitly been related to
differences in speech performance between mono- and bilinguals (e.g., Gollan et al., 2009;
2011). In our experiment, we will explore this link at a finer granularity level than it has been
done previously by estimating the magnitude of frequency effects for every participant
individually. This approach is motivated, among others, by one possible confound in the
accounts in which the bilingual cost is interpreted as a frequency effect. Increased frequency
effects are not only observed in participants with decreased language use, but also in general
with slower reaction times (e.g., Balota & Ferraro, 1993, 1996; Cerella, 1985; Spieler &
Balota, 2000, for showing a larger frequency effect in slower response times of older adults;
but see also Baayen & Milin, 2010, for larger frequency effects in slower responding
participants when age is controlled for). It may be that larger frequency effects in bilinguals
compared to monolinguals are due to the mere fact that bilinguals show slower naming times
(maybe for reasons unrelated to frequency), and not as a direct consequence of their
experience with each of their languages (see also Gollan et al., 2008, for similar frequency
effects in younger and older speakers after adjusting for age-related slowing). Below, the
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individual frequency effects of the participants in our study will also be assessed in
relationship to their overall speed of response.
A second item-related variable that is specific to bilingual speech production and that
has been shown to be very influential is cognate status. This variable can be tentatively
related to the second, post-lexical, account of the bilingual cost. Cognate words are
translations sharing high phonological similarity across languages like for example “tomato”
(English) and “tomate” (Spanish), as compared to words that do not share many sounds
("pumpkin" [English] and "calabaza" [Spanish]). Several studies have reported that cognate
words show a processing benefit over non-cognates in bilingual production (i.e., cognate
facilitation effect, see Costa et al., 2000). This effect is most often attributed to post-lexical
(e.g. phonological) and lexical processes (see Costa et al., 2005, for detailed discussion and
caveats). While the amount of phonological similarity across translations (henceforth:
translation similarity) is a highly influential variable in bilingual speech production, its effect
has been largely neglected in the context of explaining the bilingual cost (but see Gollan &
Acenas', 2004, demonstration that bilinguals experience more tip-of-the-tongue states than
monolinguals unless the target word was a cognate for which performances were similar).
This is, up to now, there is no detailed description of how the bilingual cost may vary as a
function of translation similarity of the to-be-produced word. In the context of the postlexical account, we will examine the relationship between the bilingual cost and translation
similarity. Just as for lexical frequency, the contribution of this variable will also be explored
at a finer granularity level than most previously published studies. In addition, we will also
consider the possible influence of phonological similarity beyond translations, relative to
other words in the mental lexicon (i.e., phonological neighborhood). Given the strong cognate
effect observed in bilingual speech and the common assumption that during production the
two languages are co-activated at the phonological level (Colomé, 2001; Colomé & Miozzo,
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2010; Costa et al., 2000), one may suppose that phonologically similar words in the unspoken
language (other than the translation itself) may also influence the production of the intended
word in bilinguals (just as phonological neighbors influence monolingual speech production;
e.g., Dell & Gordon, 2003; Sadat, Martin, Costa, & Alario, 2014).
Finally, we will examine whether the participant-related variable of general conflict
resolution ability is related to the bilingual cost in speech production as claimed in previous
studies (e.g., Bialystok et al., 2008). We will do so by measuring participants' performance in
a classical Simon task (e.g., Bialystok et al., 2004). In this kind of task, the spatial
compatibility between a presented stimulus and the side of the manual response are
manipulated. Participants are asked to respond to a series of congruent, incongruent and
neutral trials, and the difference in response times between incongruent and congruent trials
is thought to reflect general conflict resolution abilities (i.e., Simon effect; Simon & Wolf,
1963). This participant-related measure will be introduced as covariate into our analysis to
potentially explain differences across speakers. In doing so, we will be able to explore
whether there is a relationship between non-linguistic conflict resolution abilities and the
potential cross-language conflict experienced by bilinguals.

1.5. The present study
We tested 60 Spanish-Catalan bilinguals (30 L1 Spanish and 30 L2 Spanish speakers)
in a large-scale picture naming experiment, and compared their performance to a group of 30
Spanish monolingual speakers (previously reported in Sadat et al., 2014). As in previous
studies that investigated the bilingual cost (Gollan et al., 2005; Gollan et al., 2008; Gollan et
al., 2011; Ivanova & Costa, 2008; Sadat et al., 2012), our rationale was to compare the
performance of the groups of bilingual speakers to a group of monolingual speakers.
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The bilingual population under study here was exposed to their two languages from
early on and has high levels of proficiency in both of them (equivalent to monolinguals).
Thus, the monolingual and the two bilingual groups differ only in the amount of time they
spend using the respective language of comparison (Spanish in the current study). This is
important since the weaker links hypothesis capitalizes on frequency of language use as the
crucial predictor to explaining the bilingual cost in verbal performance. By selecting a group
of bilingual speakers that was equally proficient in Spanish as their monolingual counterparts,
we could directly address the predictions of the weaker links hypothesis.
Since the current study used the monolingual group described in Sadat et al. (2014) as
control group, we used identical materials, design and procedure as in that study. We
included the most relevant item-related predictor variables to evaluate how each of these
variables influences mono- and bilingual speech production. Given that we mainly focused
on variables that govern the production facility of specific words (i.e., item-related variables),
we tested a large set of 533 words to be produced twice, in two different runs. This allowed
us to have a large number of observations per participant (N=1,066) and speaker group
(N=31,980) and to go beyond dichotomous measures, accounting for effects over a
continuous range of values. In addition, we characterized item-related variables, such as
lexical frequency and translation similarity, as continuous measures to account for naming
performance as a more detailed function of lexical characteristics. Appropriately assessing
translation similarity as a continuous measure has been something of a challenge in
bilingualism research. Most previous studies investigated the influence of this variable as a
simple dichotomous measure (i.e., cognates versus non-cognates; but see Schepens, Dijkstra,
& Grootjen, 2012; Wieling, Margaretha, & Nerbonne, 2012, for proposing Levenshtein edit
distance as a continuous measure for phonological similarity), as a continuous measure based
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on orthographic similarity (Schwartz, Kroll, & Diaz, 2007; Van Orden, 1987) 2, or as a
subjective measure by asking participants for translation similarity ratings (De Groot & Nas,
1991; Friel & Kennison, 2001; Dijkstra et al., 1999). In the current study, we use a
continuous measure that captures translation similarity in an even more fine-grained and
phonetically more appropriate manner than previous studies (see below for a description of
the ALINE measure used in the present study). Moreover, we also included several
participant-related predictors, such as individual measures of executive control (as suggested
by the executive control account; Bialystok et al., 2008), vocabulary size (e.g., Bialystok et
al., 2008; Luo, Luk, & Bialystok, 2010), and socio-economic status (e.g., Morton & Harper,
2007), as control variables across mono- and bilingual groups to account for possible
performance differences due to these variables.
The naming data of mono- and bilinguals was analyzed by means of linear mixed
regression modeling performed at the single trial level (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008).
This method allows a fine-grained partitioning of variance down to the level of individual
participants and items. Therefore, our analysis explored the effects of frequency and
translation similarity at the participant and item level which goes beyond previous
descriptions of the bilingual cost. The analysis at the individual level will also help clarifying
the main contributors to possible differences in the size of lexical frequency and translation
similarity effects across participants.

2

For the current study, we did not consider any orthographic variables, since the role of orthographic properties

has been shown to be negligible in picture naming performance (see review article by Alario, Perre, Castel, &
Ziegler, 2007).
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2. Method
2.1. Participants
Sixty Spanish-Catalan bilinguals were recruited. Participants were undergraduate
students at the University Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona, Spain. They all used Catalan and
Spanish at a native speaker level, i.e., they were highly proficient at speaking, understanding,
reading, and writing both of the languages (see Supplementary Material A for a description of
the bilingual community in Catalonia). Importantly, although being highly proficient, they
were all unbalanced speakers with a preferred first learnt and dominant language: Spanish
was the dominant language for half of them (30 Spanish-dominant bilinguals speaking in L1;
henceforth bilinguals in L1; 19 women) and the non-dominant language for the other half (30
Catalan-dominant bilinguals speaking in L2; henceforth bilinguals in L2; 19 women). All
bilinguals had acquired their L1 (either Spanish or Catalan) from birth before being exposed
to their L2 (i.e., they spoke in L1 with each parent), and reported being more comfortable and
spending more time with friends and family in their L1 than L2 (see Table 1 for language
history and proficiency ratings). None of the participants reported being able to have a simple
conversation in any other language (mean percentage of overall current foreign language use
for bilinguals in L1: 3%, SD = 4, and bilinguals in L2: 3%, SD = 6). All participants had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were matched on age. They received 20 Euros for
participating in the experiment.

_______________________________________________
TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE
_______________________________________________
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The bilingual participants were compared to a group of thirty native Spanish
monolingual speakers described in Sadat et al. (2014). Monolinguals were all students from
the University of Murcia in Spain, growing up in Spanish speaking families and using only
Spanish for daily communication.

2.2. Materials
The stimuli were 533 black-and-white line drawings of common objects (identical to
those used in Sadat et al., 2014; see Supplementary Material E for a full list of the stimulus
set). Spanish picture names met the following criteria: (a) they consisted of a single word; (b)
they were present in the Spanish database BuscaPalabras (Davis & Perea, 2005); (c) they had
no other meanings with higher frequency usage to be confused with (e.g. “tienda”, meaning
“tent” or “shop” in English, or “sobre”, meaning “envelope” or “on”/“over”/“about”); (d)
they had relatively high name agreement in Spanish (we only used pictures with name
agreement values higher than 60% in Cuetos, Ellis, and Alvarez (1999), if available, or
assessed through offline pretests with four Spanish monolinguals from among the university
staff); (e) translations were not ambiguous in meaning3; and (f) there were no homophones
within and across languages. They had black outlines and white surfaces and were presented
300 pixels wide x 300 pixels high on a white rectangle with a monitor resolution of 800 x 600
pixels.

3

Although we tried to avoid words with ambigious translations, 21 words with infrequent translation

alternatives remained in the stimulus set. We asked participants after the experiment to translate those words
from Spanish to Catalan to ensure that we used the dominant target translation. The results of this test confirmed
the choice of the target translations. For the analysis, we also verified that our results would not change when
excluding these words.
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For the multiple regression analysis, the following item-related predictors important
for speech production were collected from Sadat et al. (2014):
-

Word form frequency with values for written lexical frequency (range [0.07, 2.80]
log occurrences per million, M = 0.98, SD = 0.54). A logarithmic transformation
was applied to avoid the undue influence of extreme values in the regression.

-

Correct target name agreement (range [10, 100] %, M = 85, SD = 18).

-

Subjective estimates of age-of-acquisition (AoA) from adult ratings (range [2.3,
10.3] years; M = 4.6, SD = 1.4).

-

Phonological neighborhood density in Spanish (PhND; range [0, 37] number of
neighbor words, M = 5, SD = 7). This refers to the number of words in Spanish
that can be formed from a given word by substituting, adding or deleting one
phoneme (Luce, 1986).

-

Word length measured in phonemes (range [2, 11] number of phonemes, M = 6,
SD = 2).

-

First syllable frequency (range [0.08, 4.61] log occurrences per million, M = 3.33,
SD = 0.91). A logarithmic transformation was applied to avoid the undue
influence of extreme values in the regression.

In addition, the following item-related predictors specific to bilingual speech
production were collected:
-

Translation similarity measured by Levenshtein editing distance (range [0.6, 100]
%, M = 26, SD = 13). This calculates how many phonemes of a word have to be
changed to transform it into its translation and captures the amount of editing
difference between two words (Levenshtein, 1966). This measure was
standardized and expressed in percentages.
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-

Translation similarity measured by ALINE (Kondrak, 2000; range [0, 86] % of
similarity, M = 54, SD = 19). This aligns the phonetic sequences to be compared
and assigns similarity values to the common phonemes across translations. To find
the best match of strings, it uses the phonetic similarity of surface forms (e.g.,
“alcachofa” [Spanish for artichoke] needs to be aligned two steps to the right to
best match “carxofa” [Catalan]). In addition, ALINE associates different weights
to each phoneme pair according to its saliency. This salience constraint leads for
example to higher weight assignments in the case of identical consonant sounds
over identical vowel sounds (see details in Kondrak, 2000). This measure was
standardized and expressed in percentages.4

-

Phonological neighbors in Catalan (range [1, 126] number of words, M = 15, SD =
17). This is defined as the number of Catalan lemmas that can be formed for each
of the Spanish stimuli words by the substitution, addition or deletion of a single
phoneme at any position within the Spanish word. The number of Catalan lemma
neighbors was estimated on the basis of a transcribed corpus of 137,028 Catalan
words (Rafel i Fontanals, 1996). Recall that all participants were speaking Spanish

4

One important limitation of the present study is that we do not provide information on the extent to which

positional effects of translation similarity are important. Similarly as for phonological neighborhood density
effects in monolinguals (e.g., Bien, Baayen, & Levelt, 2011), we suspect that similarity effects across
translations would differ depending on the position of the similarity (e.g., beginning vs. end). For example, it
may be the case that a translation with high similarity would only affect naming when the similarity occurred at
the beginning as opposed to the end of a word. Thus, positional aspects of similarity (among other things) could
be important when assessing the influence of phonological similarity across translations. Our translation
similarity measure (ALINE; Kondrak, 2000) provided positional alignment between translations. However,
further detailed investigations are needed on how translation similarity effects may vary according to position of
similarity.
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throughout the experiment; hence this variable captures the number of
phonological neighbors in Catalan, the unspoken language.

In addition to the item-related predictors, several participant-related predictors were
collected (these predictors were also available for the monolingual participants of Sadat et al.,
2014):
-

Executive control measures and button-press speed. Participants performed an
adaptation of the Simon task (Simon & Wolf, 1963; Bialystok et al., 2004). In this
task, participants were asked to manually respond as quickly and accurately as
possible to the color of a visually presented cue on the screen. The color cue
appeared either on the same side as the required response button (congruent trials),
in the center of the screen (neutral trials), or on the opposite side as the required
response button (incongruent trials). Interference effects were calculated by
subtracting average performance in incongruent trials from congruent trials
(monolinguals: M = -46 ms, SD = 21; bilinguals in L1: M = -42 ms, SD = 21;
bilinguals in L2: M = -36 ms, SD = 20). Button-press speed was assessed by
averaging the reaction times on the neutral trials (monolinguals: M = 423 ms, SD
= 39; bilinguals in L1: M = 407 ms, SD = 46; bilinguals in L2: M = 416 ms, SD =
47).

-

Socio-economic status (Morton & Harper, 2007). Participants completed a
questionnaire on their socio-economic status with eleven questions (see
Supplementary Material B; scale ranging from a minimum of 14 to a maximum of
35 points; monolinguals: M = 22, SD = 4; bilinguals in L1: M = 22, SD = 5;
bilinguals in L2: M = 26, SD = 4).
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-

Vocabulary size (Bialystok et al., 2008; Luo et al., 2010). Participants completed a
Spanish vocabulary-size test (WAIS-III vocabulary subtest with 33 definitions;
Wechsler, 1997). A native Spanish speaker evaluated the participants’ answers
according to the test instructions with zero to two points per definition
(monolinguals: M = 43, SD = 4; bilinguals in L1: M = 45, SD = 3; bilinguals in
L2: M = 43, SD = 4).

2.3. Design and Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to one of six experimental lists and were tested
in a sound-proof room. Stimulus presentation and the software voice-key were controlled via
DMDX (Forster & Forster, 2003). The sensitivity of the voice key was adjusted for each
participant. Participants were seated in front of the computer monitor at a comfortable
viewing distance. Each trial started with a fixation cross displayed at the center of the
computer screen for 500 ms. After a 300 ms blank screen, the picture of the object to name
was displayed. The picture remained on the screen until either the voice key detected the
response or a 2500 ms deadline was reached without any overt response detected. The next
trial began 700 ms after the recording period finished.
The experiment consisted of a short training session followed by two sessions that
were separated by a break of 15 minutes. In the training session, participants were asked to
name eight practice pictures similar to the materials used in the experiment. They were
instructed to name the pictures as quickly and as accurately as possible using single nouns.
After that, in the first session, they had to name the whole set of 533 object pictures divided
into eight blocks. The responses were monitored by the experimenter. If participants gave
another name for the picture than the intended one, they were corrected by the experimenter
at the end of the first session. In the second session, the same 533 pictures were presented in
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the same way as in the first session, but in a different order.5 Participants’ responses were
automatically recorded by the computer as digitized sound files, and errors were noted online
by the experimenter. Each session lasted about 45 minutes. In total, the experiment including
breaks lasted about two hours.

2.4. Data analyses
All 63,960 vocal responses and speech onset markers (533 pictures x 2 presentations x
60 participants) were visually checked offline with the software CheckVocal (Protopapas,
2007) and corrected if necessary. None of the speech onsets provided by the experimental
software voice key were transferred. Responses other than the intended target response were
classified as errors and excluded from onset latency analysis.
The high number of item-based predictors that we considered a priori (see list above)
increased the risk of model over-fitting due to multi-collinearity. Several preliminary steps of
variable exploration were taken to attenuate this risk (see Supplementary Material C). The
ALINE measure was retained as the only measure of translation similarity.
Onset latencies and accuracy rates were analyzed by mixed regression models at the
single trial level (Baayen et al., 2008). In addition to fixed predictors considered in simple
linear regressions, linear mixed-effects models account for random variation induced by
specific words or speakers. All statistical analyses were run with the statistical software R (R
Development Core Team, 2012) and linear mixed-effects models were computed with the
package lme4 in R (Bates, Maechler, & Bolker, 2012). The Box-Cox test (using the function
boxcox in the package MASS in R, Venables & Ripley, 2002) indicated that the reciprocal
transformation of the latencies was the most appropriate transformation for the data to reduce

5

The procedure of familiarizing participants with the task and the materials in a first block follows common

practice in the picture naming literature (e.g., Alario, Ferrand, Laganaro, New, Frauenfelder, & Segui, 2004).
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skewness and approximate a normal distribution. We used -10000/RT as an order preserving
transformation to facilitate the interpretation of our results. We followed Baayen et al.’s
(2008) procedure of model criticism in which trials whose standardized residual value is
above 2.5 were removed and the model was recomputed.
Our goal was to test for the presence of a bilingual cost in the current data-set (i.e., a
significant effect of speaker group), and then test its robustness against the putative
underlying variables introduced above (most notably, lexical frequency and translation
similarity). If the cost is caused by either of those variables, it should not persist when these
variables are included in the model. Note that for this rationale to work, frequency and
translation similarity should be estimated as cost effects, just as bilingualism effects are
estimated as costs in comparison to monolinguals (i.e. monolinguals are the reference level of
comparison). In this way, their estimated effects are positive and can be directly pitted against
positive speaker group effects. For this reason, the estimates of the frequency and translation
similarity effects were linearly transformed to be referenced to the highest level of the
predictor (respectively high frequency and high translation similarity). This means that we
will test whether the bilingual cost is still present under the circumstances of including words
of highest frequency and words of highest translation similarity. This choice of referencing
lexical frequency and translation similarity involves a linear operation and does not affect the
statistical outcome of the model.
Data exploration was driven by the hypotheses described in the Introduction, and
achieved by constructing several models of increasing complexity. During model
construction, variables significantly contributing to a model’s fit were retained, the others
excluded. For any of the significant fixed effects, we checked that the inclusion of individual
random slopes for the respective variable would not alter the fixed effect. Any fixed effect
that did not survive the inclusion of individual random slopes was discarded from the model
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(see Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013). All decisions during model construction were
based on model comparison by means of log-likelihood tests as suggested by Baayen (2008).
Control and participant-related predictors were entered in the models before the variables of
focus (i.e., lexical frequency and translation similarity). This procedure ensured that any
effect of the theoretically central predictors was significant over and above the variation
explained by other secondary predictors (see Supplementary Material D for details on model
construction).

3. Results
3.1. Analysis of response latencies
After removing errors and non-target responses (i.e., responses that did not match the
intended target name of the picture; 14%), 55,249 responses remained for analyses. As
outlined in the Introduction, we added the 28,046 error-free and offline checked responses
and from the monolingual speakers tested in Sadat et al. (2014) to be used as a control group,
for a total of 83,295 trials.
In a linear model that included control and participant-related variables, the average
naming latency was 910 ms (SD = 118) for monolinguals, 947 ms (SD = 92) for bilinguals in
L1, and 964 ms for bilinguals in L2 (SD = 93). The difference between monolinguals and
bilinguals in L1 (p = 0.016) and between monolinguals and bilinguals in L2 was significant
(p = 0.007). This establishes that both L1 and L2 groups showed the bilingual cost against
monolinguals which is at stake in this article. In contrast, the difference between bilinguals in
L1 and L2 was not significant (p = 0.354).
In the model where lexical frequency was included, this predictor had a significant
effect and yet the difference between monolinguals and bilinguals in L1 and L2 remained
significant. This shows that a bilingual cost resists the partialling out of the differential
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contribution of the frequency effect across groups. There was no significant interaction
between speaker group and lexical frequency after including individual random slopes for
lexical frequency.
In the next model, we added translation similarity to the model. This predictor had a
significant effect, and importantly, now bilinguals in L1 and L2 were not significantly
different from monolinguals (see Fig. 1). There was a significant increase in model fit with a
reduction of 146 AIC when comparing this last model to the previous one (χ2(6) = 157.81, p <
0.001). Table 2 presents the statistical values for the fixed and random effects of the final
linear mixed-effects model on naming latencies. As expected, translation similarity interacted
significantly with speaker group. There was no translation similarity effect in monolinguals
(since they do not have translations), but L1 and L2 speakers both showed significant effects.
Bilingual latencies were faster for words with more translation similarity. This effect was
significantly stronger in bilinguals speaking in L2 than L1 (χ2(1) = 6.36, p = 0.011). In sum,
the inclusion of translation similarity as a predictor of naming latencies resulted in a
disappearance of the previously observed bilingual cost.
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Fig. 1: Estimates of the partial effects of translation similarity and speaker group in the final
model. The effect of translation similarity was absent in monolinguals (as expected) and was
indistinguishable between the two bilingual groups. The speaker group difference was not
significant for the highest translation similarity values (i.e., cognates) which were used as
reference point for the model estimates. The difference between monolinguals and bilinguals
in L1 and L2 was significant when estimated for low and centered translation similarity
values. The distribution of the translation similarity values is depicted along the x-axis.

_______________________________________________
TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE
_______________________________________________

Note that the other variables included in this and previous models for control purposes
showed the expected effects (cf. Table 2). Trial order and session were significant, showing
that responses to pictures became slower with increasing trial order within one session and
that responses in the second session were faster than in the first. The measure of button-press
speed was significant, showing that participants who were fast responders in a button-press
task were also faster in naming pictures. As expected, there were significant effects of PhND,
AoA, and correct target name agreement in all three speaker groups: naming latencies
increased with higher numbers of phonological neighbors, earlier learned words were named
faster than later learned ones, and words with high percentages of correct target name
agreement were named faster than words with lower percentages. The latter two item-related
predictors interacted significantly with speaker group. Both bilingual groups showed a
smaller effect than monolinguals for correct target name agreement and AoA. The effects of
executive control, socio-economic status, vocabulary size, word length measured in
phonemes, and first syllable frequency were not significant.
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As a final step of the analysis, we focused on individual variations in the effects of
lexical frequency and translation similarity, and their relation to individual speed of response.
To do so, we compared the previously described full model with correlation parameters
specified between individual intercepts and slopes to a model without those parameters (i.e.,
no-random correlation model). This allows us to investigate the relationship between
magnitude of the variable effects (slope estimates of lexical frequency and translation
similarity respectively) and response speed (intercept estimate) for each individual participant
(without ascribing the participants to separate speaker groups), and to test whether there is a
significant correlation between these two estimates. Contrary to what was done in the
previous models, lexical frequency and translation similarity were now entered as centered
predictors in order to ensure the correct estimation of the correlation parameters between
individual intercepts and slopes.6 The comparison of models with and without correlation
parameters for lexical frequency showed no significant difference, hence failing to reveal any
relationship between individual response speed and the individual lexical frequency effect
size (χ2(1) = 0.01, p = 0.924). On the contrary, the same comparison involving translation
similarity showed a significant relationship between individual response speed and the
individual translation similarity effect size (χ2(2) = 6.19, p = 0.045).7 This latter result
indicates that translation similarity effects vary with individual response speed, which is
consistent with the observation of a bilingual cost in naming (i.e., faster naming latencies for

6

Due to the non-significant speaker group effect in the final model, we retained only the significant interactions

with speaker group for the models testing the relationship between individual intercepts and slopes. Note that
the results remained unchanged when including speaker group as a fixed effect.
7

Note that when model comparisons were performed on the subset of bilingual speakers only, there was no

significant correlation between individual response speed and the translation similarity effect, suggesting that
this effect does not vary with response speed in bilingual speakers.
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monolinguals who did not show any translation similarity effect, and slower naming latencies
for bilinguals who showed translation similarity effects).

3.2. Analysis of response accuracy
Responses containing speech errors (monolinguals: 1,681 trials; bilinguals in L1:
1,484 trials; bilinguals in L2: 2,048 trials) were contrasted with error-free responses
(monolinguals: 28,046 trials; bilinguals in L1: 28,024 trials; bilinguals in L2: 27,225 trials) to
accurately predict the probability of an error-free response. The analysis of response accuracy
using generalized linear mixed-effects models paralleled the analysis on naming latencies in
model construction and by including the same predictors.
In the model where lexical frequency was included, there was no difference between
the odds of errors of monolinguals, bilinguals in L1 and L2. Lexical frequency had a
significant effect for all three speaker groups, showing higher odds of error for lower than
higher frequency words. There was a significant interaction between this variable and speaker
group, showing that the odds of error were higher for bilinguals in L1 and L2 than for
monolinguals with decreasing frequency of the words. This difference between the two
bilingual groups was not significant.
When adding translation similarity in the next model, importantly, now the odds of
errors for bilinguals in L1 and L2 were significantly lower than for monolinguals. There was
a significant increase in model fit with a reduction of 199 AIC when comparing this last
model to the previous one (χ2(6) = 211.02, p < 0.001). Table 3 presents the statistical values
for the fixed and random effects of the final generalized linear mixed-effects model on
response accuracy. The odds of error were significantly less for bilinguals in L1 and L2 than
monolinguals (both ps <0.001). The difference between bilinguals in L1 and L2 was not
significant (p = 0.417). As expected, translation similarity did not have an effect on the odds
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of error in monolinguals, but bilinguals in L1 and L2 were more likely to make errors with
decreasing translation similarity of the words. This latter difference was significant, showing
that the odds of error were higher for bilinguals in L2 than bilinguals in L1 with decreasing
translation similarity.

_______________________________________________
TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE
_______________________________________________

Regarding the additional control variables, for all three speaker groups the odds of
error were smaller for words that had higher correct target name agreement and were learned
earlier. Bilinguals in L2 showed a smaller effect for correct target name agreement than
monolinguals and bilinguals in L1, and bilinguals in L1 showed a smaller effect for AoA than
monolinguals. Session and trial order were significant, showing that the odds of error were
less in the second than in the first session and that they increased with increasing trial order.
There was a significant effect of vocabulary size, showing that the odds of error were lower
for participants with higher vocabulary scores. Measures of button-press speed, executive
control, socio-economic status, PhND, word length, and first syllable frequency were not
significant.

4. Discussion
In the present study, we compared performance of mono- and bilinguals in a largescale picture naming study. We estimated how participant- and item-related variables predict
bilingual naming performance, and explored the extent to which these variables modulated
performance differences between mono- and bilingual speakers. Motivated by previous
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bilingualism research our analysis focused on the contributions of lexical frequency and
translation similarity, at the speaker group level and at the individual speaker level. These
two variables have been shown to have a highly influential role on naming performance, yet
their relationship to the bilingual cost was not firmly established so far.
First of all, the general observation of faster naming latencies for monolinguals than
bilinguals was replicated. These results are in line with various picture naming studies
showing a naming cost for bilingual speakers of L2 (e.g., Gollan et al., 2008; Ivanova &
Costa, 2008; Kohnert et al., 1998) and even L1 (Ivanova & Costa, 2008; Sadat et al., 2012).
This result provided the basis for further investigations of the key variables underlying the
bilingual cost.
The results of the current study showed that the bilingual cost remained large and
significant along the continuum of the lexical frequency variable, including the highest
frequency words, both in L1 and in L2. This means that there still was a significant bilingual
cost after the contribution of lexical frequency had been partialled out. Regarding the lexical
frequency effect, it was indistinguishable between monolinguals and bilinguals speaking in
L1 and L2. The weaker links hypothesis predicts that overall speed and magnitude of
frequency effect are yoked together and should be similarly influenced by language use (i.e.
speaker group). According to this view, naming latencies as well as the magnitude of the
lexical frequency effect should both increase with reduced practice (from monolinguals to
bilinguals speaking in L1 to bilinguals speaking in L2; Gollan et al. 2008). Thus the present
results of similar sized lexical frequency effects in mono- and bilinguals do not follow the
prediction of the weaker links account (e.g., Cop, Keuleers, Drieghe, & Duyck, 2015; Duyck,
Vanderelst, Desmet, & Hartsuiker, 2008; Gollan et al., 2008; Ivanova & Costa, 2008).
However, the predictions of the weaker links account seem unclear regarding the
interpretation of lexical frequency effects. The seminal paper by Oldfield and Wingfield
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(1964) established the logarithmic relationship between lexical frequency and naming times
in picture naming. In other words RT ~log(freq) and the frequency effect can be estimated as
Freqeff = RTHF –RTLF ~log(HF) – log(LF). If we assume that bilingual speakers use their
words a fraction α (α < 1) of the time, the frequency for high and low frequency words will
be approximated in bilinguals by α*HF and α*LF, respectively. Then, exactly the same
logarithmic relationship holds for the frequency effect in mono- and bilinguals; this is
because for bilinguals Freqeff ~log(α*HF) – log(α*LF) = log(α) + log(HF) – (log(α) +
log(LF)) = log (HF) – log(LF), just as for monolinguals (see also Cop et al., 2015). Our data
is consistent with this observation in the case of mono- and bilingual speakers. We did not
observe a bilingual cost that is modulated by lexical frequency, but a cost that remains
unchanged across the range of lexical frequency (i.e., similar frequency effects across speaker
groups).
A possible candidate to explain a confounded frequency count in bilinguals would be
to consider the cognate status of a word. One could argue that cognates will have functionally
more frequent word forms compared to any other language-unique word because cognates
occur in both languages. Thus under the (admittedly strong) assumption that phonologically
highly similar translations have an identical lexical representations across languages, they
would always have a higher usage than phonologically dissimilar translations. However, this
claim is not fully warranted and still debated (cf. Costa et al., 2005), since it is unclear to
what extent cognates would even share the same phonological representation (e.g.,
Caramazza, Bi, Costa, & Miozzo, 2004, for evidence of different representations for
homophones within the same language). Alternatively, it is possible that for some reason
specific to the bilingual language architecture, bilinguals would use cognate words overall
more often than monolinguals do (Sadat, Pureza, & Alario, sumitted). Whatever the origin for
a confounded bilingual frequency count could be, in this context it is important to mention
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that in the present data there was no significant interaction between lexical frequency and
translation similarity (e.g., see also Costa et al., 2000; Mulder, Dijkstra, Schreuder, &
Baayen, 2014). Therefore the effects of phonological similarity and frequency are assumed to
be additive and considered separately in this discussion.
An alternative explanation for the bilingual cost that we considered here claims that
delays in bilingual language processing emerge at very late time points of speech processing
such as phonological and articulatory processing stages (Hanulová et al., 2011; Indefrey,
2006). In the current study, the effects of phonological similarity across translations were
tentatively related to this post-lexical account, and this variable has been shown to be highly
influential for the presence of a bilingual cost. The bilingual cost, identified as a significant
effect of speaker group, was present in all the models tested here, except when we included a
predictor that coded for phonological similarity across translations. Note that, following a
linear transformation of the predictor, translation similarity was referenced on the highest
similarity value (i.e., cognates; once again this allows a direct statistical test of the amount of
bilingual cost that survives the inclusion of the translation similarity variable). In this case,
bilinguals speaking in L1 and L2 were not significantly different from monolinguals. In other
words, this pattern of results shows that performance did not differ across groups for
phonological highly similar translations, and that the bilingual cost significantly increased as
translation similarity decreased (see Fig. 1). This finding points to the absence of translation
similarity as one of the main sources of the bilingual cost. One implication of the lack of
naming latency differences between monolingual and bilingual speakers could be that for
words with increased translation similarity, ‘bilingualism’ is not a critical variable to account
for word production latencies. This observation supports the hypothesis of the post-lexical
account that posits that costs should emerge at rather late stages of language processing.
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Interestingly, our results on response accuracy further corroborate the important role
of translation similarity on bilingual speech performance. There was no significant difference
in response accuracy between mono- and bilinguals in all the models tested here, except when
we included a predictor that coded for phonological similarity across translations. Only when
entering the predictor that coded for high translation similarity (i.e., cognates), bilingual
speakers showed significantly lower odds of errors than monolinguals. Taken together with
our results on onset latencies, this means that when bilinguals name words with high
translation similarity (i.e., cognates), they do not only show no cost in performance speed, but
also make fewer errors than their monolingual counterparts. This observation highlights the
important role of translation similarity for the overall speech performance of bilinguals, when
considering both naming latencies and accuracy. To our knowledge, there is no model that
has been intended to explain bilingual accuracy data. However, one could imagine a possible
extension of the two-step interactive-activation model of Dell and Gordon (2003) with an
additional set of phonemes for the second language. If the present findings could be
transferred to such a model, one could say that inter-language similarity is highest in the case
of cognates (‘friend’ words), promoting speech accuracy. However, in the case of noncognates, inter-language similarity is low (‘foes’) and thus speech production accuracy would
be highly reduced and rather similar to monolinguals.
Previous literature on the relation between the bilingual cost and cognate status of the
words is sparse. In a post-hoc analysis, Ivanova and Costa (2008) assessed the effects of
cognate status on the bilingual cost and observed that the bilingual cost was similar for
cognates and non-cognates (in their study, cognates: 32 ms; non-cognates: 35 ms). However,
as stated by Ivanova and Costa, their results should be interpreted with caution, since they
were assessed post-hoc on a small and unbalanced set of stimuli. Christoffels, Firk, and
Schiller (2007) reported a reduced, but still significant, cost for cognates when comparing
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bilingual speech production in L1 and L2. These results contrast with our present findings, in
which there was no cost between L1 and L2 bilingual productions. A role of cognate status in
bilingual naming performance has also been reported in tasks requiring different word finding
strategies than simple naming. For example, in a verbal fluency study reported in Sandoval,
Gollan, Ferreira, and Salmon (2010), bilinguals produced fewer exemplars of a given
semantic category than monolinguals. Interestingly, this type of bilingual cost was entirely
driven by the fact that bilinguals produced fewer non-cognates than monolinguals while they
produced equivalent numbers of cognates (see Fig. 5 in Sandoval et al.). Furthermore, some
studies assessing tip-of-the-tongue states reported no bilingual cost for cognate words or
proper names (Gollan & Acenas, 2004; Gollan, Montoya, & Bonanni, 2005). Together, these
and our findings converge on the idea that high translation similarity (or identity as in the
case of many proper names) ‘equalizes’ word production performance of mono- and bilingual
speakers, whereas the absence of this similarity induces a cost in performance.8
Finally, we also explored the influence of participant-related variables on bilingual
naming performance. The only significant participant-related variable was button-press
speed, showing that participants who were faster in responding to a button-press task were
also faster in naming pictures. Contrary to some studies claiming influencing effects of
executive control ability (measured as conflict effect in a Simon task), vocabulary size, and
socio-economic status (e.g., Bialystok et al., 2008; Luo et al., 2010; Morton & Harper, 2007),
no clear significant effects of these variables were observed. We do not wish to draw any
conclusion from these absences of significance, especially because the focus of the present
study was to explore the effect of item-related predictors by using a large set of stimuli and,

8

An alternative and less parsimonious account cannot be readily excluded, in which 1) the bilingual cost has a

different and yet undescribed origin, and 2) phonological similarity compensates for this cost, to the point that it
equalizes precisely mono- and bilingual performance for highly similar translations.
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somewhat consequently, a moderate number of participants. It may be that more participants
are needed to test for the influence of such participant-related properties. We also note the
rather coarse estimates of participant-related measures used in the present study. Finer
assessment techniques would be beneficial to better determine the most important participantrelated variables of language processing in bilinguals (see e.g., Diependaele, Lemhöfer, &
Brysbaert, 2013, for detailed measures of vocabulary size).
In essence, our findings indicate that part of the bilingual cost is tied to lexical
frequency and, perhaps more importantly, that this cost is closely linked to a phonological
property of the to-be-produced words, namely the degree of translation similarity. However,
given that the effect of translation similarity has been attributed to several origins (Costa et
al., 2005), our results do not show, in and of themselves, that the corresponding part of
bilingual cost emerges at the level of phonological processing. In what follows, we will
discuss how translation similarity is thought to affect speech production in bilinguals, and
describe the possible processing origins of the bilingual cost in this context.

4.1. On the origin of the effect of phonological similarity across translations
The prevalent explanation in the literature on cognate effects attributes them to
processes occurring during lexical retrieval (Costa et al., 2000; Costa et al., 2005; but see
Dijkstra, Miwa, Brummelhuis, Sappelli, & Baayen, 2010, Sánchez-Casas & García-Albea,
2005, Van Hell & De Groot, 1998, for explanations at the morphological and conceptual
level). Due to interactivity in the speech production system (Dell, 1986), high phonological
similarity would facilitate lexical retrieval of the word associated with the shared phonemes
when compared to words that do not overlap in phonemes. In this context, our results
showing the disappearance of the bilingual cost in the case of high translation similarity
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would mean that bilinguals do not benefit from translation similarity, but rather suffer from
non-overlapping translations relative to monolinguals. This may suggest two sources of the
bilingual cost.
On the one hand, it is possible that phonological dissimilarity triggers interference
either at the lexical or phonological level, and thus slows down speech in bilinguals
compared to monolinguals. This would mean that competition between language systems in
bilinguals would depend on specific properties of the word to be produced, for example being
highest for phonologically non-overlapping translations and almost inexistent in the case of
highly overlapping ones. For now and with the current data, we cannot unequivocally discard
this possibility. One challenge to this account follows from the observation that in
monolingual speech production phonological similarity among words has been shown to slow
down lexical retrieval (e.g., Gordon & Kurczek, 2014; Sadat et al., 2014; see also Chan &
Vitevitch, 2010, for slowing due to words with a rich neighborhood network; but see
Vitevitch, 2002). Based on the assumption that such slowing is due to competitive processes
and applying this logic to bilinguals, this would entail that phonologically highly similar
translations should be detrimental to bilingual speech production. Since the performance of
mono- and bilinguals is similar in the case of highly overlapping translations, a consequence
of the above would be that the lexical representations of translations do not compete for
lexical selection (e.g., Costa & Caramazza, 1999; Costa, Miozzo, & Caramazza, 1999).
On the other hand, one should consider the amount of inter-language interactions at
the phonological and phonetic level in bilinguals and the extent to which the representations
of two languages of a bilingual are shared. Recent studies using acoustical analysis revealed
that cognate speech production is influenced by the two languages compared to non-cognate
production in the case of Spanish-English and Catalan-Spanish bilinguals (Amengual, 2012;
Brown & Amengual, 2015; Nip & Blumenfeld, 2015; Mora & Nadeu, 2012). That is,
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bilinguals show merged phonetic and phonological categories in the case of cognates which
would remove any competition effects. However, since this overlap is not warranted in the
case of non-cognates, it is more likely then that competition effects arise between different
inter-language categories. Thus the slowing of non-cognates results from the internal
structure of overlap and spread within the mental lexicon. Previous studies have shown that
lexical retrieval is influenced by the clustering or spread of the lexical representations within
the mental lexicon (e.g., Chan & Vitevitch, 2010; Yates, Friend, & Ploetz, 2008). This refers
to the general idea that more similar words (both semantically and phonologically) are
represented in a more clustered manner than less similar ones. Due to the non-overlapping
phonological and articulatory features, the structural representations of non-cognates would
be less clustered than those of cognates. Given this additional dimension of inter-language
similarity in bilinguals relative to monolinguals, translation similarity may play an important
role in determining how lexical retrieval differs between these two groups of speakers. In the
case of non-cognates, lexical representations would be less clustered and thus slower to
retrieve than representations in monolinguals. Only in the case of cognates, lexical
representations would resemble those of their monolingual counterparts and retrieval of the
lexical item would be accomplished without an additional cost in bilinguals. Computational
modeling would provide important insights into the mechanisms underlying phonological
similarity effects in bilinguals. Since such a model will be based on architectures and
mechanisms of monolingual speech production, future steps should elaborate on how
phonological neighborhood and translation similarity effects could be captured in bilingual
speech production. 9

9

A third option would be to explain the bilingual cost in terms of monitoring processes. In this scenario, one

would have to assume a mechanism that monitors all activated lexical items. Phonological similarity of an
intended word to its phonological similar translation could increase the likelihood for this word to slip by the
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Previous research has not clarified whether reported processing benefits for cognates
could result exclusively from the converging activation at the phonological level, and
independent of conceptual similarity. Interestingly, our results on bilingual latencies showed
no effect of purely phonological inter-language similarity as assessed by the number of
phonological neighbors in the unspoken language (see also De Groot, Borgwaldt, Bos, & van
den Eijnden, 2002; Lemhöfer, Dijkstra, Schriefers, Baayen, Grainger, & Zwitserlood, 2008,
for no effect of orthographic inter-language neighbors). When bilinguals produced a word,
there was no effect of the number of phonologically similar words of the unspoken language.
Thus, inter-language influences of phonological similarity seem to be restricted to
translations (but see Costa, Roelstraete, & Hartsuiker, 2006). The present results suggest that
translation similarity effects do not solely derive from pure phonological influences across
languages. Instead, explanations for cognate effects should consider additional assumptions
relying on shared conceptual or lexical representations. One plausible explanation is that in
order for phonological similarity effects to surface, there should be enough semantic
activation present in the language production network. With respect to a possible bilingual
extension of the speech production model by Dell & Gordon (2003), one could suggest that
inter-language similarity is only influential in the case of semantic overlap, and that there is a
modulation of L2 phonology activation dependent on semantics.
However, a recent study by Gollan and Goldrick (2012) suggested that the bilingual
cost is present even in situations where no word retrieval is involved, and where only
phonetic processing is required. This idea contrasts with our observation that for
phonological similarity effects to arise there must be a semantic overlap. Gollan and Goldrick

monitor, whereas dissimilar words could trigger additional monitoring processes and delay articulation.
However, since the underlying mechanisms of monitoring processes and their application to the two languages
of a bilingual are still debated, we refrain from further elaboration.
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asked English monolinguals, early highly proficient Mandarin-English bilinguals, and early
highly proficient Spanish-English bilinguals to repeat aloud tongue twisters consisting of
non-words and words (tongue twisters are combinations of phonetically similar segments).
Their results showed that overall both bilingual groups produced more tongue twister errors
than monolinguals. Importantly, bilinguals also showed more errors in the case of non-word
tongue twisters. It could be that in a special task setting like tongue twister production,
phonological effects are more prone to arise than in single word production. This result
suggests that there may be an additional and independent sub-lexical locus for the bilingual
cost in speech production.

Before concluding, we note that the observation that the bilingual cost depends on the
amount of translation similarity invites some predictions regarding different forms of
bilingualism. Bilinguals speaking phonologically more similar languages are expected to
experience less of a cost than bilinguals speaking two phonologically more distant languages,
compared to monolinguals. This is because there will be overall more phonologically similar
words in more similar language pairs than in more distant ones (see also Costa et al., 2012).
A comparison of studies that have previously assessed the bilingual cost in different
populations of bilinguals seems to endorse this pattern. As can be seen in Table 1 of
Hanulová et al. (2011), the cost between mono- and bilinguals or L1 and L2 is at a minimum
for Spanish-Catalan bilinguals, whereas more distant language combinations (e.g., SpanishEnglish) show larger costs. One caveat here is that the studies also investigated different
populations of bilinguals. Most studies tested sequential bilinguals (i.e., they learned one
language after the other with a large time delay between the two; e.g., Christoffels et al.,
2007) or switched-dominant bilinguals (i.e., their first learnt and dominant language became
the non-dominant language over time, Gollan et al., 2005; Gollan et al., 2008), whereas the
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present study assessed performance in dominant, but early and relatively simultaneous
bilinguals. It is still an open question as to how the present findings of the bilingual cost
would apply to sequential bilinguals, and how much of our findings could be generalized to
explain the L2 delay in speech production (i.e., slower response latencies in L2 than L1;
Runnqvist et al., 2011). Note finally that the results of the study by Gollan and Goldrick
(2012) in which tongue twister production was compared across Spanish-English, MandarinEnglish and English only groups, indicate that there were differences in the error patterns at
sub-lexical processing between the two bilingual groups. Mandarin-English bilinguals
showed a more consistent cost compared to monolinguals over all tongue twister conditions
than did Spanish-English bilinguals. This finding fits our proposal based on the present study
that the more phonologically dissimilar the languages of a bilingual, the larger the bilingual
cost should be.

5. Conclusion
The present study reveals that one of the key factors explaining performance
differences in mono- and bilingual speakers is the amount of phonological similarity across
translations. We argue that the relative absence of phonological similarity across translations
promotes a bilingual cost, whereas similarity across translations helps bilinguals reaching
monolingual levels of performance. Thus, our findings establish a direct relation between
these two important phenomena of bilingual speech, previously described as the cognate
effect and the bilingual cost observed in verbal tasks. This provides a new view of the
involvement of phonological similarity in explaining the bilingual cost, and suggests an
important role of sub-lexical features in bilingual lexical retrieval performance.
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Table 1: Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for participants’ self-report ratings.

30 Spanish

30 Spanish-Catalan

30 Catalan-Spanish

monolinguals

bilinguals

bilinguals

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Age

22

2

21

2

22

3

Percent daily use of Spanish

99

4

63

18

30

19

Age exposed to Spanish

0

0

0

0

1

1

Age exposed to Catalan

-

-

1

2

0

1

Spanish proficiency

4.8

0.5

4.9

0.3

4.9

0.4

Catalan proficiency

-

-

4.6

0.6

5.0

0.2

Note: The measure “Percent daily use of Spanish” was obtained by asking participants to
estimate their daily language use of Spanish, Catalan, and any other language with the
constraint that their sum equals 100 percent. “Age exposed to Spanish/Catalan” refers to the
mean age at which participants were continuously exposed to these languages. Proficiency
ratings are on a 1–5 scale, where 1 indicates ‘‘very little knowledge of the language’’ and 5
indicates ‘‘native proficiency”. Proficiency values represent the average of the participants’
responses in four domains (speech comprehension, speech production, reading, and writing).
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Table 2: Variance, standard deviation (SD), and variance-covariance structure of the random
effects together with beta coefficients, standard errors (SE), t-values, and variance inflation
factor (VIF) for the fixed effects in the final linear mixed effect model on naming latencies.
Random effects
Item

Participant

Variance

SD

Correlations

Intercept

1.48

1.28

Bilinguals in L1

0.22

0.47

-0.297

Bilinguals in L2

0.36

0.60

-0.359

Intercept

1.93

1.39

Freqmax

0.12

0.34

-0.439

TrSimmax

0.26

0.51

-0.506

0.863

0.175

raw β

SE β

t-value

VIF

Intercept
Session

-16.13
-0.10

1.21
0.02

-13.33
-62.18

1.0

Trial order
Bilinguals in L1
Bilinguals in L2
BPSpeed

<0.01
0.30
0.29
0.01

<0.01
0.33
0.33
<0.01

23.43
0.93
0.87
3.37

1.0
1.7
1.7
1.0

Nagr

-0.06

<0.01

-17.67

1.5

AoA
PhND
Freqmax
TrSimmax

0.38
0.02
0.25
-0.02

0.05
<0.01
0.11
0.30

7.90
2.15
2.16
-0.08

1.8
1.1
1.3
1.3

Bilinguals in L1 x Nagr
Bilinguals in L2 x Nagr
Bilinguals in L1 x AoA
Bilinguals in L2 x AoA
Bilinguals in L1 x TrSimmax

0.01
-0.02
-0.13
-0.12
1.23

<0.01
<0.01
0.02
0.03
0.20

5.79
7.58
-5.22
-4.24
6.23

2.3
2.4
2.4
2.3
2.1

Bilinguals in L2 x TrSimmax

1.68

0.22

7.78

2.1

Fixed effects

Note: SE = standard error; Freqmax = lexical frequency referenced at highest frequency; TrSimmax =
phonological similarity across translations referenced at highest similarity; BPSpeed = button-press
speed; Nagr = correct target name agreement; AoA = age of acquisition; PhND = phonological
neighborhood density.
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Table 3: Variance, standard deviation (SD), and variance-covariance structure of the random
effects together with beta coefficients, standard errors (SE), z- values, p-values, and variance
inflation factor (VIF) for the fixed effects in the final linear mixed effect model on accuracy
rates.
Random effects
Item

Participant

Variance

SD

Correlations

Intercept

1.37

1.17

Bilinguals in L1

0.69

0.83

0.745

Bilinguals in L2

1.36

1.17

0.315

Intercept

4.81

2.19

Freqmax

0.38

0.61

-0.694

TrSimmax

1.15

1.07

-0.303

0.745

-0.191

raw β

SE β

z-value

p-value

VIF

Intercept
Session

0.313
-2.28

1.82
0.06

0.17
-37.97

0.863
<0.001

1.0

Trial order
Bilinguals in L1
Bilinguals in L2

<0.01
-3.55
-2.88

<0.01
0.82
0.83

4.00
-4.32
-3.48

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

1.0
5.7
5.5

Nagr
AoA

-0.09
0.68

<0.01
0.08

-19.95
8.98

<0.001
<0.001

1.3
1.3

Freqmax
TrSimmax
Bilinguals in L1 x Nagr

1.16
0.44
<0.01

0.24
0.49
<0.01

4.74
0.90
0.04

<0.001
0.369
0.971

1.3
1.1
1.7

Bilinguals in L2 x Nagr

0.03

0.01

4.75

<0.001

1.6

Bilinguals in L1 x AoA
Bilinguals in L2 x AoA
Bilinguals in L1 x Freq max

-0.17
-0.03
0.99

0.08
0.09
0.30

-2.13
-0.34
3.31

0.033
0.734
<0.001

1.7
1.7
5.4

Bilinguals in L2 x Freq max
Bilinguals in L1 x TrSimmax

0.78
3.68
5.68

0.31
0.53
0.58

2.51
7.01

0.012
<0.001

5.3
2.0

9.82

<0.001

2.1

Fixed effects

Bilinguals in L2 x TrSimmax

Note: SE = standard error; Freqmax = lexical frequency referenced at highest frequency;
TrSimmax = phonological similarity across translations referenced at highest similarity; Nagr
= correct target name agreement; AoA = age of acquisition.
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Supplementary Material A

In Catalonia, Catalan and Spanish are both official languages and education in the two
languages is offered to children beginning at the kindergarten level. The current education
system requires that at the end of primary school, children are able to read, write, speak, and
understand both Catalan and Spanish. In high school, some classes are taught in Catalan and
others in Spanish. At the university level, classes and exams can be in either language –
sometimes half of the test is in Catalan and the other half in Spanish. Radio and television
programs broadcast in Catalan and Spanish. Furthermore, newspapers contain articles written
in the two languages. All bilingual participants in the current study passed the Catalan–
Spanish language proficiency exam that is required for enrollment at the university. In order
to pass this exam students must be highly proficient in all aspects of the two languages
(vocabulary, grammar, etc.). A particular characteristic of Spanish-Catalan bilinguals is that
they speak two Romance languages that share many important properties. Approximately
70% of the vocabulary can be considered to have similar sounding translations. Additionally,
grammar and syntax relate closely across the two languages. Still, significant differences are
found between Catalan and Spanish in their phonological repertoires. Spanish has fewer
vowels than Catalan and some consonants exist only in Spanish, while others are specific to
Catalan. Therefore, these two languages provide an ideal model for examining the role of
phonological processes in language production of bilinguals.
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Supplementary Material B

Excerpt of the socioeconomic questionnaire:
1. Please specify the maximum studies that you have completed.
2. Please specify your current occupation.
3. Please specify the maximum studies that your father has completed.
4. Please specify the maximum studies that your mother has completed.
5. Please indicate if your family receives some kind of financial support.
6. Please indicate how many places of residence your family possesses.
7. Please indicate whether you have lived most of your lifetime in a rural or urban
environment.
8. Please indicate whether your current place of residence is rented or owned.
9. Please indicate the average monthly income of your family and how many members
of the family are currently working?
10. Please indicate with how many people you live at your current place of residence.
11. Please indicate what kind of amenities and services your current place of residence
includes.
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Supplementary Material C

Preliminary steps of variable exploration:

First, we reduced the number of variables to be used as predictors on the basis of their
importance towards predicting naming latencies. For this purpose, we ran random forest
analyses (e.g., Breiman, 2001; Tagliamonte & Baayen, 2012) using the package “party” in R
and the function “cforest” (Hothorn, Bühlmann, Dudoit, Molinaro, & Van Der Laan, 2006;
Strobl, Boulesteix, Zeileis, & Hothorn, 2007; Strobl, Boulesteix, Kneib, Augustin, & Zeileis,
2008). A random forest is a collection of classification trees providing a single measure of
importance for each predictor. Regarding phonological similarity across languages, the
random forest analysis clearly rated the ALINE measure as being of higher importance in
predicting bilingual naming latencies than the Levenshtein distance measure. Thus for all of
our analyses we chose the ALINE measure as the only measure for translation similarity. The
measure of phonological neighbors in the unspoken language was rated as least important
toward predicting naming latencies.10 We also ran a hierarchical clustering analysis to assess
the correlations among the predictor variables (using the “Hmisc” package in R and the
“varclus” function; Harrell et al., 2010). Fig. 2 in Supplementary Material C reports the intercorrelations of the selected item-related variables that were entered in the analysis. Since the
main focus of our approach was to explore differences in the influences of item-related
variables depending on the speaker group (mono- vs. bilingual), all continuous predictor
variables were involved in interaction terms with the factor speaker group. Thus, all item-

10

In addition, we ran several linear mixed effect models testing for the influence of phonological neighborhood

in the unspoken language in the bilingual naming latencies. Results showed no influence of this predictor on
bilingual naming latencies. We will further discuss this null result in the Discussion section.
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related predictors, except lexical frequency and translation similarity, were centered (see
below for the reference levels of the variables of interest lexical frequency and translation
similarity). 11 Centering the variables facilitates interpretation of the parameter estimates since
the predictor mean is set to zero. Finally, due to collinearity between phonological
neighborhood density (PhND) and phoneme word length, the latter was orthogonalized on the
former by running a linear model in which phoneme word length was predicted by PhND.

12

The residuals of this linear model were entered as fixed effect in the linear mixed-effects
model. We also checked that the residualized phoneme word length variable was highly
correlated with the original one (ρ = 0.79). As an additional check, we also report variance
inflation factors (VIF) of each of the predictors in the models to ensure reliability of the
analyses. VIF indicates how much the variance of an estimated coefficient is increased due to
collinearity in the regression model. 13

11

Results remained unchanged when the un-centered original variables were entered in the analysis (see Belsley,

1984; Dalal & Zickar, 2012).
12

Given the recent work by Wurm & Fisicaro (2014), it is important to note that our results did not change when

phoneme word length was entered as unresidualized predictor.
13

VIF values around 2 are considered as problematic for regression coefficients of linear fixed effects that are

not involved in interactions.
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Fig. 2 in Supplementary Material C: Hierarchical clustering analysis using Spearman’s ρ2
of the item-related variables included in the analysis (TrSim = translation similarity;
PhonLength = residualized phoneme word length; PhND = phonological neighborhood;
LexFreq = lexical frequency; AoA = age-of-acquisition; Nagr = correct target name
agreement).
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Supplementary Material D

Model construction during data exploration:

Models always included the main factor speaker group (monolinguals vs. L1 speaker
vs. L2 speaker) to test for the presence of a bilingual naming cost, and variables accounting
for general fatigue and/or training effects in the naming latencies by coding for trial order
presentation (from 1 to 533) and session (first or second; e.g., for general fatigue effects in
large picture naming studies see Snodgrass & Yuditksy, 1996, Székely et al., 2003). Then,
predictors motivated by previous naming studies on monolingual naming performance (name
agreement, age of acquisition [AoA], PhND, first syllable frequency, phoneme length), and
participant-related variables like socio-economic status, vocabulary size, executive control
measure, and button-press speed were included in the model. Of greatest importance were the
variables expected to explain the bilingual cost, namely lexical frequency and translation
similarity. First, as would be predicted by the weaker links hypothesis, we entered lexical
frequency. This variable was referenced at the highest frequency value (i.e., not centered).
Second, as suggested by the post-lexical account, we entered translation similarity, also
referenced at the highest translation similarity values. For the final model, we introduced byparticipant random intercepts, by-participant random slopes for lexical frequency and
translation similarity, by-item random intercepts, and by-item random slopes for speaker
group. Equation 1 in Supplementary Material D describes the fixed structure of the final
model in which naming latencies were predicted as a linear function of intercept (b0), the
control variables (c1-3; i.e., participant-related variables, trial order, and session), the itemrelated variables (d4-8), the speaker group factor (e9-10), and all interactions of the group factor
with the item-related variables (f11-20).
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Equation 1 in Supplementary Material D: Structure of the model tested in the present
analyses

RT = b0 +
c1 Trial order

+ c2 Session

d4 NameAgr

+ d5 AoA

d7 Freq

+ d8 TrSim

e9 Group

+ e10 Group

+ c3 Button-press speed

+ d6 PhND

+

+

+

+

f11 Group

* NameAgr

+ f12 Group

* NameAgr

f11 Group

* AoA

+ f12 Group

* AoA

f19 Group

* TrSim

+ f20 Group

* TrSim

+

+

Note: The linear mixed model included control variables, the relevant item-related predictors,
the factor speaker group, and the interactions between the item-related predictors and speaker
group as fixed effects. The bilingual cost was estimated using centered predictors except for
the predictors of interest, namely lexical frequency and translation similarity that were
entered with maximal values in model 3 and 4 respectively. Freq = lexical frequency;
TrSim= translation similarity; NameAgr = correct target name agreement; AoA = age-ofacquisition; PhND = phonological neighborhood density.
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Supplementary Material E
Spanish
abanico
abeja
acordeón
agenda
aguja
ajedrez
ajo
ala
alcachofa
alcantarilla
aleta
alfombra
almohada
almohadilla
altavoz
ambulancia
ancla
anillo
antena
anzuelo
araña
árbol
archivador
arco
ardilla
armario
arpa
ascensor
aspiradora
astronauta
autobús
avestruz
avión
bailarina
bala
balanza
balcón
ballena
banco
bandeja
bandera
bañador
bañera
cereza

Catalan
ventall
abella
acordió
agenda
agulla
escacs
all
ala
carxofa
claveguera
aleta
catifa
coixí
coixinet
altaveu
ambulància
àncora
anell
antena
ham
aranya
arbre
arxivador
arc
esquirol
armari
arpa
ascensor
aspiradora
astronauta
autobús
estruç
avió
ballarina
bala
balança
balcó
balena
banc
safata
bandera
banyador
banyera
cirera

Spanish
Barba
Barbacoa
Barco
Barril
Bastón
Batería
Baúl
Bebé
Bellota
Berenjena
Biberón
Bicicleta
Bigote
Bisagra
Boca
Bocadillo
Bola
Bolígrafo
Bolo
Bolsa
Bolsillo
Bolso
Bomba
Bombero
Bombilla
Bota
Bote
Botella
Botón
Bragas
Brazo
bruja
bufanda
búho
bumerán
burro
buzón
caballero
caballo
cabra
cacahuete
cactus
cadena
cubo

Catalan
barba
barbacoa
vaixell
barril
bastó
bateria
bagul
nadó
aglà
albergínia
biberó
bicicleta
bigoti
frontissa
boca
entrepà
bola
bolígraf
bitlla
bossa
butxaca
bossa
bomba
bomber
bombeta
bota
pot
ampolla
botó
calcetes
braç
bruixa
bufanda
mussol
bumerang
ruc
bústia
cavaller
cavall
cabra
cacauet
cactus
cadena
galleda
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Spanish
cafetera
caja
cajón
calabaza
calcetín
calculadora
calendario
cámara
camarero
camello
camión
camisa
camiseta
campana
candado
candelabro
cangrejo
canguro
cañón
capucha
cara
caracol
caracola
caramelo
caravana
carpeta
carretera
carretilla
carro
cartera
casa
casco
castañuelas
castillo
catapulta
cazo
cebolla
cebra
ceja
cenicero
cepillo
cerdo
cerebro
fantasma

Catalan
cafetera
caixa
calaix
carbassa
mitjó
calculadora
calendari
càmera
cambrer
camell
camió
camisa
samarreta
campana
cadenat
canelobre
cranc
cangur
canó
caputxa
cara
cargol
cargol de mar
caramel
caravana
carpeta
carretera
carretó
carro
cartera
casa
casc
castanyoles
castell
catapulta
cassó
ceba
zebra
cella
cendrer
raspall
porc
cervell
fantasma
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Spanish
cerilla
cerrojo
cesta
chaleco
chichón
chimenea
chupete
cicatriz
ciervo
cigarro
cinturón
circo
círculo
cisne
ciudad
clip
coche
cocina
cocodrilo
codo
cohete
colador
colchón
collar
columna
columpio
comba
cometa
cómoda
conejo
copa
copo
corazón
corbata
corcho
corona
cortacésped
cortina
cremallera
cresta
cronómetro
cruz
cuadrado
cuadro
huevo

Catalan
misto
balda
cistella
armilla
bony
xemeneia
xumet
cicatriu
cérvol
cigarret
cinturó
circ
cercle
cigne
ciutat
clip
cotxe
cuina
cocodril
colze
coet
colador
matalàs
collaret
columna
gronxador
corda
estel
calaixera
conill
copa
floc
cor
corbata
suro
corona
tallagespa
cortina
cremallera
cresta
cronòmetre
creu
quadrat
quadre
ou

Spanish
cuchara
cuchillo
cuello
cuerda
cuerno
culo
cuna
cura
dado
dedal
dedo
delfín
dentadura
dentista
desierto
diamante
diana
dinero
dinosaurio
disco
dominó
dragón
ducha
elefante
embudo
enchufe
enfermera
erizo
escalera
escoba
escorpión
escritorio
espada
espalda
espárrago
espejo
esposas
esqueleto
esquimal
esquís
estatua
estrella
fábrica
falda
maleta

Catalan
cullera
ganivet
coll
corda
banya
cul
bressol
capellà
dau
didal
dit
dofí
dentadura
dentista
desert
diamant
diana
diners
dinosaure
disc
dòmino
drac
dutxa
elefant
embut
endoll
infermera
eriçó
escala
escombra
escorpí
escriptori
espasa
esquena
espàrrec
mirall
manilles
esquelet
esquimal
esquí
estàtua
estel
fàbrica
faldilla
maleta
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Spanish
faro
farola
flauta
flecha
flor
foca
foco
fregona
fresa
fuego
fuente
futbolín
gafas
gallina
gancho
gato
genio
girasol
globo
gorila
gorro
gota
granada
grifo
guante
guisante
guitarra
gusano
hacha
hada
hamaca
hamburguesa
helado
helicóptero
hiena
hilo
hipopótamo
hoja
hombro
hormiga
hoz
hucha
huella
hueso
nevera

Catalan
far
fanal
flauta
fletxa
flor
foca
focus
fregona
maduixa
foc
font
futbolí
ulleres
gallina
ganxo
gat
geni
gira-sol
globus
goril·la
gorra
gota
granada
aixeta
guant
pèsol
guitarra
cuc
destral
fada
hamaca
hamburguesa
gelat
helicòpter
hiena
fil
hipopòtam
fulla
espatlla
formiga
falç
guardiola
empremta
os
nevera
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Spanish

Catalan

Spanish

Catalan

Spanish

Catalan

humo
iglesia
iglú
imán
imperdible
impresora
indio
interruptor
isla
jabalí
jamón
jarra
jarrón
jaula
jeringuilla
jersey
jirafa
kiwi
laberinto
labio
ladrillo
lágrima
lámpara
langosta
lápiz
lata
látigo
lavabo
lavadora
lazo
lechuga
lengua
león
libélula
libro
lima
lince
linterna
llave
lluvia
lobo
loro
luna
mago

fum
església
iglú
imant
imperdible
impressora
indi
interruptor
illa
porc senglar
pernil
gerra
gerro
gàbia
xeringa
jersei
girafa
kiwi
laberint
llavi
maó
llàgrima
llum
llagosta
llapis
llauna
fuet
lavabo
rentadora
llaç
enciam
llengua
lleó
libèl·lula
llibre
llima
linx
llanterna
clau
pluja
llop
lloro
lluna
mag

mancha
manguera
mano
manzana
mapa
mapache
mar
marco
marinero
mariposa
mariquita
martillo
mecedora
mechero
medalla
media
melocotón
melón
mesa
metro
micrófono
microondas
microscopio
mochila
mofeta
molino
momia
moneda
monja
mono
monopatín
montaña
mosca
mosquito
moto
muela
mujer
muleta
muñeca
murciélago
muro
muslo
naranja
nariz

taca
mànega
mà
poma
mapa
ós rentador
mar
marc
mariner
papallona
marieta
martell
balancí
encenedor
medalla
mitja
préssec
meló
taula
metre
micròfon
microones
microscopi
motxilla
mofeta
molí
mòmia
moneda
monja
mico
monopatí
muntanya
mosca
mosquit
moto
queixal
dona
crossa
nina
ratpenat
mur
cuixa
taronja
nas

niña
niño
nota
novia
nube
nudo
nuez
ojo
olla
ordenador
oreja
oso
oveja
paja
pájaro
pala
palmera
paloma
palomita
pan
pantalón
pañal
paquete
paraguas
parchís
pastilla
patata
patín
pato
payaso
pecera
pecho
peine
pelota
peluca
pendiente
peonza
pera
percha
periódico
perro
persiana
peso
pez

nena
nen
nota
núvia
núvol
nus
nou
ull
olla
ordinador
orella
ós
ovella
palla
ocell
pala
palmera
colom
crispeta
pa
pantaló
bolquer
paquet
paraigües
parxís
pastilla
patata
patí
ànec
pallasso
peixera
pit
pinta
pilota
perruca
arracada
baldufa
pera
penjador
diari
gos
persiana
pes
peix
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Spanish
piano
pico
pie
pierna
pimiento
pincel
pingüino
pintalabios
pinza
piña
pipa
pirámide
pirata
piscina
pistola
pizza
plancha
planeta
plátano
platillo
plato
pluma
policía
pollo
pozo
puente
puerta
pulgar
pulmón
pulpo
puño
puro
puzzle
queso
rábano
radio
rama
rana
raqueta
rastrillo
rayo
red
regadera
regalo
regla

Catalan
piano
bec
peu
cama
pebrot
pinzell
pingüí
pintallavis
pinça
pinya
pipa
piràmide
pirata
piscina
pistola
pizza
planxa
planeta
plàtan
plateret
plat
ploma
policia
pollastre
pou
pont
porta
polze
pulmó
pop
puny
puru
puzle
formatge
rave
ràdio
branca
granota
raqueta
rastell
llamp
xarxa
regadora
regal
regla

Spanish
reloj
remo
rey
rinoceronte
robot
rodilla
rodillo
rombo
rosa
rueda
sábana
sacacorchos
sacapuntas
salero
saltamontes
sandía
sangre
sartén
saxofón
semáforo
serpiente
seta
sierra
silbato
silla
sofá
sol
soldado
sombra
sombrero
submarino
taburete
tacón
taladro
tambor
tanque
taza
teclado
tejado
telaraña
teléfono
telescopio
televisión
tenedor
termo

Catalan
rellotge
rem
rei
rinoceront
robot
genoll
corró
rombe
rosa
roda
llençol
llevataps
maquineta de fer punta
saler
llagosta
síndria
sang
paella
saxofon
semàfor
serp
bolet
serra
xiulet
cadira
sofà
sol
soldat
ombra
barret
submarí
tamboret
taló
trepant
tambor
tanc
tassa
teclat
teulada
teranyina
telèfon
telescopi
televisió
forquilla
termo
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Spanish
termómetro
tetera
tiburón
tigre
tijeras
timón
tirachinas
toalla
tobogán
tocadiscos
tomate
tornillo
toro
tortuga
trébol
tren
trenza
triángulo
trigo
trineo
trípode
trompeta
tronco
tuerca
tumba
túnel
unicornio
uña
uva
vaca
valla
vaquero
vaso
ventana
ventilador
vestido
vías
violín
volante
volcán
yunque
zanahoria
zapato
zorro

Catalan
termòmetre
tetera
tauró
tigre
tisores
timó
tirador
tovallola
tobogan
tocadiscs
tomàquet
cargol
toro
tortuga
trèvol
tren
trena
triangle
blat
trineu
trípode
trompeta
tronc
rosca
tomba
túnel
unicorn
ungla
raïm
vaca
tanca
vaquer
got
finestra
ventilador
vestit
via
violí
volant
volcà
enclusa
pastanaga
sabata
guineu
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